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Who are we?       

Hy Bass - Professor of math & math education.  
Interested in math knowledge for teaching (MKT), math 
practices, and social justice 

Elena Crosley - Doctoral student in mathematics 
education with prior degree in mathematics. Interested 
in students’ mathematics identity and gender identity 
development.

 Matt Dahlgren - Doctoral student in mathematics 
education. Prior degrees in mathematics. Interested in 
the mathematical work of teaching, social justice, and the 
nature of mathematics.

We co-constructed and co-taught an undergraduate  
Math & Social Justice  course at the University of 
Michigan School of Education.



Our question...

How could we build a course 

that explored connections between

mathematics and social justice 

while upholding the integrity of both?



What do we mean by that?

Mathematics

● Is not just focused on basic 
competency

● Offers a chance to explore, be 
creative, and test the limits of a 
representation

● Doesn’t shy away from “serious” 
mathematical ideas

Social Justice

● About widening the perspective 
of the student, giving them some 
tools to understand the world,  
AND changing the system

● Not just talking about issues, but 
trying to find ways of addressing 
them

● Responsive to students
● Equitable enactment



How we hoped this would work

Social Justice Mathematics



How it actually worked

Social Justice

Mathematics



A timeline of topics

Class 1

Birthday Problem,  Probability, 
Voter Fraud, Voter 
Suppression

Class 2

Simpson’s Paradox, 
Gender 
Discrimination, 
(Mis)representations 
of Data

Class 3

Pathways to Prison, 
Inequities in schools, 
Disrupting patterns in 
math class through 
better teaching

Class 4

Gerrymandering, 
How it happens, and 
Mathematical 
attempts at a 
solution 

Class 5

Voting Methods, Social 
choice, Arrow 
Impossibility Theorem, 
the electoral college and 
apportionment



Class 6

Health Inequities, Mandatory 
Drug Screening of Welfare 
Recipients 

Class 7

GPAs, Redlining, 
Interest Rates, Credit 
Cards, and  Payday 
Loans

Class 8

Privacy, Spying, 
Encryption and 
Cryptography

Class 9

Fake News, 
Vulnerabilities to 
misinformation, Media 
Literacy

A timeline of topics



Class 11

Various images of 
mathematical activity, 
Danger of a Single Story

Class 12

School choice, 
Conjecture and proof 
in the classroom, 
Japanese 
mathematics lessons

Class 13

Mathematics at 
U-Mich, Vaccinations, 
Big data and 
insidious algorithms

A timeline of topics

Class 10

Nature of Mathematics, 
Who can be a 
mathematician? What 
counts as math?



Maybe it wasn’t that bad after all

● Showcased a wide range of serious mathematical topics and social justice 
issues 

● Made some interesting and unexpected connections between the two

● Delved deeply into topics in a variety ways

● Timely connections - “In the news”

● Demonstrated that mathematics could be used to expose and to disrupt 
inequities

● Dipped our toes into mathematically reimagining how things could be 
different.



Proof of concept?

● Despite the clunky and ad hoc nature of the course, in the end it did have a sort of 
coherence - informed citizenship through mathematics and better mathematics 
through informed citizenship.

● Maybe someone else might like to use this stuff

● The course didn’t have a tight structure, and felt at times like it was moving in a lot 
of different directions, but we already had a bunch of materials produced.



Returning to our question...

Revision:  

How could we build a course self-contained units 

that explored connections between 

mathematics and social justice 

while upholding the integrity of both?



Modules are born
● If we could could pull together several common threads from throughout the 

course then perhaps we could bootstrap the structure we were hoping for

● Possible outcomes of sharing our work:

○ Others might not have to go through the same difficult process we did

○ Materials might be used in new ways

● We applied for funding from the University’s Diversity Innovation Fund and 
began expanding our lessons to be self-contained units organized by topic



Electoral Politics Package



Electoral Politics Background Info



A brief tour of a module: “Voter  Fraud”

● Found that merely sharing slides/activities was not really sufficient.
○ Things that might be clear to us, could be less clear to others
○ Potential misuse

● What would be sufficient?
○ Quick Summary
○ Session Plan
○ Slides
○ Citations
○ Background literature for mathematics, history, politics, government, etc.
○ Extensions



Quick Summary of Module Content



Session Plan - Overview



Session Plan - Detail: Common Birthdays



Session Plan - Detail: Probability



Slides/Activities: Common Names



Citations & Resources



Mathematical Background Info



Extension: 
Sorting 
activities



Extension: 
Sorting 
Algorithms



GPA Activity

● You are frequently judged and compared competitively with others seeking the 
same goal.
○ Admission to college (College Board)

○ Grad School (GRE)

○ Seeking a job, or promotion

○ K-12 students, teachers, schools (NCLB tests and sanctions)

● Since these judgments are made on many people, they are based on 
mathematically designed measurements.  Do these instruments give a valid 
measure of what is most important?

● How are values implicit in the ways that we are measured?



The Case of the GPA

(Small groups, 5-10 minutes)

● What is a GPA? 

● What does it measure? 

● And how?



Assumptions implicit in the way GPA is calculated

1. The difference between any two adjacent letter grades is the same. 

2. Calculating GPA, we use the following scale: F = 0, D = 1, C = 2, B = 3, A = 4. That 
may seem like "the obvious way" to do it, and may be "the way we've always 
done it", but what does that choice imply? 



Consider the case of Antwan and Ryan

Both have a B in one class and a D in another, for an overall 
GPA of (3 + 1)/2  =  2 ( this would be a C)



New Information

Right before the end of the semester, Antwan raises his B to an A, while Ryan raises 
his D to a C. 

● What are their new GPAs?  
○ Antwan and Ryan still have the same GPA, since (4+1)/2 = (3+2)/2 = 2.5.  (This would be a B-)

○ However, that implies that we've decided that having a B and a C is exactly as good as having an 
A and a D. 

● What do you think about that? Is it reasonable for someone with a B and a C and 
someone with an A and a D to have the same GPA? Why or why not?     

(Talk to a partner.)



Hypotheticals

● What if I don’t accept the contention that the difference between any two 
adjacent grades should be the same? What if, instead, I suggest that Fs and Ds 
are to be avoided, while C, "average", is an important level to meet or exceed. 
○ Meanwhile, B is a decent step above C, but from B, "good", to A, "excellent", is less of a leap. 

● What if, then, we instead had the following values for GPA: 

F = 0, D = 1, C = 4, B = 6, A = 7 ? 

● Think about implications for this sort of GPA system, and then share ideas with 
the class. 
○ For example, such a system would likely cause students to put much more work time into 

courses where they have a grade on the lower end of a large divide, such as a D, than to put that 
work into courses where their grade is one with a small gap ahead of it, such as a B. 



Antawn & Ryan  - Part II

Recalculate Antwan’s and Ryan’s GPAs before and after they raise their grades, 
using the new system.

Solution: They both start out with a B and a D, which now gives them a 3.5, or 
slightly below a C average, but Antwan ends with an A and a D, which gives him a 
4.0, a C exactly, while Ryan has a B and a C, which gives him a 5.0, a full point above a 
C (and a full point below a B). 

Is this way of calculating GPA more, or less, fair?



Form Small Groups

● What do you think is the most fair way to calculate GPA?

● Should a person with all Cs have the same GPA as a person with 3 As and 3 Fs? 
If not, who should have a higher or lower GPA?

● How should things like AP credit be treated in this new system?  

● What different outcomes as far as how students prioritize classes and approach 
schoolwork might arise because of this new system? Are those outcomes that 
fit with your values? 



What does this have to do with social justice?

Take a minute or two to make a journal entry about this discussion and your 
thoughts.



Discussion

● In what ways can mathematics and social justice be 
authentically integrated in an educational context?

● How have others navigated this tension  between 
mathematics and social justice?

● Why is work like this important? At this moment?
● How and where can this conversation be continued?
● Mathematizing example


